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JOHN MAGARO

〉〉 Actor, 37

WHY HE’S INTERESTING: Even if you don’t know

Interesting Fact: Magaro is superstitious about

SCALING UP: As an energetic kid growing up in Munroe

flying, so he carries his most treasured items, two
Zippo lighters from his grandpa, for good luck.

Falls, Magaro could often be found performing Dire Straits’
song “Walk of Life” while standing atop the metal electrical
box outside his home. A neighbor suggested his mother
enroll him in dance lessons, which quickly led to acting
classes, and then to his first role as Michael in Peter Pan at
Akron’s Goodyear Theater. “Community theater became my
after-school activity, and then I just kept doing it.”

〉〉 Time2Talk CEO, 30
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THAT GUY: Magaro has nearly 50 TV and film credits to

his name, including 2015’s Oscar Best Picture nominee The
Big Short, but he’s still largely known as just another familiar face that pops up in The Good Wife and Jack Ryan. He’s
yet to become a household name and has largely eschewed
social media. “Humility is a big characteristic in Northeast
Ohio, that humble, work-hard-to-earn-your-place mentality.
Maybe it’s something that’s just in my nature.”
PROUD PAPA: Magaro and his wife, Janice Hong, welcomed their first child, a daughter, in March and Magaro
was the first husband allowed into the hospital when
pandemic restrictions were lifted. “Becoming a father
changes you. The love we have for her is unmatched.”

A WINNING PHILOSOPHY: To
inspire a city facing myriad
challenges, Blackwell introduced the slogan “Maple
Heights — a Winning City”
to all of the city’s initiatives.
“It comes from the heart.
Who doesn’t like to win?
Now everyone knows about
winning, talks about winning,
and actually goes out there
and wins.”

ZAIN ABBAS

〉〉 Scholastic Kids Press Reporter, 11
WHY HE’S INTERESTING: Abbas
might be doodling in the back
of class, but after school he’s an
aspiring actor and graphic novel
enthusiast who was chosen as one
of 45 Scholastic Kids Press Reporters
in September. Chronicling news for
kids by kids, the position allows
Abbas to stretch his journalistic skills
by covering a wide range of subjects.
His first story, about Cleveland’s
presidential debate, was published
in October.

AND
OUT

How has this last year
shaped the way you
view the world?
There are things that man
can’t fix. We just have to
yield to God and stand
firm in our faith.

STAGE HANDS: Abbas is a natural

storyteller and credits his admiration
for Rory O’Malley, Broadway star
and former Beck Center for the Arts
performer, for his love of theater.
Previously, Abbas performed as the
Artful Dodger in Oliver! and most recently took up a role in A Christmas
Peril, a parody of Charles Dickens’
classic in which Abbas played the
part of a talent agent. “I guess I
would be classified as an introvert,
but when I’m doing theater, I just
kind of forget all that.”
MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKER: Social

justice issues like racial equality are
on the sixth grader’s radar thanks to
social media, which has made news
more accessible to kids. It’s that
drive to get involved and make real
change that inspires Abbas to act.
“America’s not going to be a good
place unless you change it to be a
good place.”

Interesting
Fact: Abbas

MILK MONEY:

Abbas has a few
ideas for national holidays.
One involves a
day regulated
to carving
pumpkins. It
would take
place before his
favorite holiday,
Halloween,
and call for judges to display the best
carved jack-o-lanterns at the center
of town. For the other, Abbas wants a
no-milk holiday. “It would be kind of
a science experiment. If you were to
take away milk for a week, would the
cereal stock market crash?”
estimates he
could spend
10 hours
talking about
his favorite
book, Mr.
Gedrick and
Me by Patrick
Carman.

IMAGINARY BEASTS: Abbas’

favorite book character, The
Unwanteds’ Alex Stowe, dominates
his sketch books, along with the
occasional whim. A walk in the
park can inspire a leaf monster, for
example. But if Abbas could bring
one of his fantasy animals to life,
it would be a Koala Can. “It was a
koala bear, but he was in a trash
can. He can take any garbage and
turn it into nutrients.”
TABLATURE TALK: Since the

lockdown in March, Abbas picked up
the ukulele and started taking virtual
lessons. “Playing ukulele is way less
stressful than playing piano. I kind
of want to learn the Pirates of the
Caribbean theme.”

What’s inspiring you
in life right now?
Self-love. I had to get
through the “too’s”:
you’re too dark, you’re too
skinny, you’re too poor,
you’re too ugly, you’re too
Black. So I had to learn
about loving myself.

JOHN MAGARO: ALAMY STOCK

WHY SHE’S INTERESTING: At a time when
people felt isolated and distanced from one another, Jackman found a way to bring people together with Time2Talk, an app that pairs up those
eager to learn Spanish with native speaking tutors from different parts of Latin America. After
two years of development, the app launched
last summer and has since grown to serve
more than 300 students in Canada and the U.S.
DISCUSSION BOARD: Born in Argentina,
Jackman moved to Spain when she was 24.
After meeting her husband in 2015, Jackman
realized they both had an interest in learning
a new language, so she started speaking with
him in Spanish to help him become fluent,
and in turn he helped her practice English.
“It’s incredible how we became fully bilingual because we started practicing regularly.”
TWO-WAY STREET: Similar to other matchmaking apps, clients can move at their own
pace by starting conversations with handInteresting
picked Spanish-speaking
Fact: It took
coaches who earn inJackman fiveand-a-half
come through the app.
hours to climb
“The most inspiring
12,198 feet
thing is the thought
to the top of
of working for someMount Teide,
thing that’s bigger than
the highest
myself, and also adds
peak in Spain.
value to many people’s
lives.” TONGUE TIED:
Jackman is fascinated by the importance of
learning languages and the emotion behind
how we say things to each other. “English as
a language is more straightforward and more
to the point. Spanish is just embellishing all
the words and then making thoughts longer.”
ONLINE CONNECTIONS: Tumultuous as this
year was, it might have been the perfect time
for Jackman to launch the app. “This year reinforced my belief that human beings need to
feel connected to be happy. I think it’s amazing
how we have all adapted to using online tools
to meet, live, share, work, learn and celebrate
with each other.”

IMMERSION TACTICS: Magaro endured a weeklong
boot camp to learn military skills for the 2018 film Overlord.
To prepare for nomadic baker Otis “Cookie” Figowitz in the
2020 film First Cow, he delved into the history of frontier
cooking by studying a Lewis and Clark cookbook and a
mushroom-foraging catalog. “If I’m playing a modern-day
guy in his 30s, there’s not much to do, but for other roles,
it’s different and ever-changing and really interesting.”

WHY SHE’S INTERESTING: When
Blackwell was sworn in as the
16th mayor of Maple Heights
in 2016, she shattered a
ton of barriers to become
the first female and first
African American to hold
the top post in the city’s
100-year history. A business
professional who spent
the previous 16 years as a
senior commercial property
tax analyst at Deloitte and
Ryan global tax services, her
work history prepared her to
address Maple Heights struggling finances, which she has
now brought back from the
brink of bankruptcy.

CREDIT

MARINA
JACKMAN

〉〉 Maple Heights Mayor, 58

Magaro by name, you almost certainly recognize his
face. Since getting his start at Cleveland Play House and
Akron’s Weathervane Playhouse, the prolific performer
has appeared in Netflix’s Orange is the New Black and
Umbrella Academy and most recently starred in First Cow,
an 1820s period drama garnering significant Oscar buzz.

What is one new hobby or
activity you’ve picked up
in the last year?
I read for personal
development. I just
finished The Rhythm of
Life [by Matthew Kelly]
and The Purpose Driven
Life [by Rick Warren].

FULL HEARTS: As mayor, Blackwell tries to not only be the
best public servant, but also
the city’s most enthusiastic
coach having brought back
the city from $2.79 million
in debt during her four years
as mayor. In August, the city
sued Netflix and Hulu for not
paying video service provider
fees, hoping to secure additional revenue. “I came in with
a winning coach mindset. I
knew that if succeeding became our Friday-night theme,
people would rally around it.”
MUST-SEE STOP: For new
visitors to Maple Heights,
Blackwell recommends everyone spend time in nature.
“Dunham Park is where the
sun sets in the most amazing
way. There’s a tranquility
to the space that everyone
needs to experience.”
MULTIPLE HATS: While she
was prepared for all of the
business-related duties associated with mayor, Blackwell
admits being surprised by
how many other roles she
assumes daily. “There’s social
work. There’s ministry. There’s
problem-solving. You definitely can’t leave your heart
at home with this job.”
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